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ABSTRACT
The Internet of Things (IoT) has gained wide popularity both in
academic and industrial contexts. Nowadays, such systems exhibit
many important challenges across many dimensions. In this work,
we propose ThingsJS, a rich Javascript-based middleware platform
and runtime environment that abstracts the inherent complexity
of such systems by providing a high-level framework for IoT sys-
tem developers, built over Javascript. ThingsJS abstracts several
large-scale distributed systems considerations, such as schedul-
ing, monitoring and self-adaptation, by means of a rich constraint
model, a multi-dimensional resource prediction approach and a SAT-
based scheduler to properly schedule and manage the execution of
high-level, large-scale distributed applications on heterogeneous
physical IoT devices. ThingsJS also provides a rich inter-device
communication framework built on top of the widely-used pub-
lish/subscribe/MQTT paradigm. Finally, ThingsJS also proposes a
rich inter-device Javascript-based code migration framework to
support the transparent migration of live IoT components between
heterogeneous devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) involves multiple devices across many
domains that are inter-connected in order to provide and exchange
data. IoT systems exhibit important challenges across many dimen-
sions, such as very high device heterogeneity, and the usage of many
diverse programming languages, APIs and protocols. These factors,
combined with the large-scale nature of many IoT systems which
can often comprise several thousands of nodes, render integration
difficult, and also require developers to handle complex distributed
systems and software dependability considerations. These can in
turn open the door to bugs and security vulnerabilities [6].

In this paper, we propose ThingsJS, a rich Javascript-based mid-
dleware and runtime environment aimed at solving the above chal-
lenges. While JavaScript has gained wide popularity as a program-
ming language for web applications [12, 14], it has also been pro-
posed as a viable language for IoT. This is because of its event-
driven nature, and large installed base of libraries and developers
who know the language. Consequently, there have been a number
of Virtual Machines (VMs) developed for running JavaScript code
on IoT devices, and many have been released as open-source [2, 10].

This paper presents a holistic view of our ThingsJS platform,
the set of challenges that it aims at solving as well as the set of
research contributions. We note that at this stage, we have not yet
formalized all our design choices nor conducted formal evaluations
of our system; rather, this paper presents our main orientations
and design choices, as well as relevant related work. We provide
the following main contributions in ThingsJS:

• A platform comprising a set of APIs and a set of high-level
programming and MQTT-based communication paradigms
that can be be leveraged to efficiently write the code for
the various components of an IoT system in JavaScript, as
well as a declarative syntax to describe the relationships and
constraints between the components and devices (section 2).

• A flexible model where the components are scheduled and
dispatched to IoT devices on-the-fly, while ensuring that
constraints are respected, by leveraging a novel machine
learning-based resource prediction model combined with a
SAT-based scheduler (section 3).

• A state-preserving high-level Javascript migration engine
that transparently migrates the execution of Javascript-based
applications across heterogeneous IoT devices (section 4).

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The high-level architecture of the ThingsJS Framework is made of
several distributed components and is presented in figure 1. From a
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holistic point of view, a ThingsJS environment comprises a highly-
distributed ThingsJS Application (discussed in the next section) and
dynamically manages its execution over a set of heterogeneous
devices through the ThingsJS Framework, which we describe at
section 2.2.

2.1 ThingsJS Application
A ThingsJS application is made of several components and is ex-
ecuted in a distributed fashion accross the various devices of a
ThingsJS system. Note that in our model, a device can refer to a
any IoT device, but it is not restricted to this definition, as a device
might also refer to other “processing” nodes, such as a cloud VM.

2.1.1 Source Code. At it’s core, a ThingsJS application contains
source code expressed in a high-level language, in a modular fash-
ion (i.e., in the form a set of components). In the context of this
paper, we opted for Javascript, due to it’s widespread popularity
and that it can be run across a wide range of devices [2, 10]. The use
of a high-level language also allows developers to abstract them-
selves from platform-specific considerations. As such, as part of
the ThingsJS framework, we provide a set of core APIs that devel-
opers can consume to write their applications. Such APIs include
abstractions of file system access (as the component might run on
arbitrary nodes), hardware access (i.e., sensors), publish/subscribe
for inter-component communications (more in section 2.3) and are
designed to be migration-aware, so that they can properly sustain a
code migration (more on code migration in section 4). Developers
are free to use external libraries.

2.1.2 Components. As part of the ThingsJS philosophy, devel-
opers are encouraged to modularize their source code as much
as possible, following the software engineering principle of one
component ↔ one responsibility, and let the runtime dynamically
decide on the best placement of components to devices. In this
spirit, having a set of small components allows for greater schedul-
ing flexibility, and partially shields the developer from scheduling
considerations, allowing the use of more elaborate heuristics de-
pending on the desired optimization criteria. Implementation-wise,
in Javascript, one component would typically correspond to one
js file. The example outlined in figure 1 models a rudimentary
ThingsJS Application designed to manage the temperature inside
the various rooms of a given building. It models three components:
(1) a sensor, which is in charge of collecting readings from temper-
ature sensors located in the different rooms a the building; (2) an
actuator, which allows for regulating the power output to adjust
the temperature across the various rooms and (3) a regulator, which
receives temperature sensor readings from the sensors and which
instructs actuators to increase or decrease the power output. In
this example, we identified three roles/responsibilities, which led
us to decouple our implementation into three components, and let
the ThingsJS Scheduler schedule the execution of the components
across the devices.

2.1.3 Device and Component Declaration. In addition to the
source code in the form of js files, developers must specify a set of
devices on which the components will be run. Also, as there will
likely be more than one instance of some of the components (i.e., a
building can contain many temperature sensors and actuators, but
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Figure 1: High-Level Architecture of ThingsJS

perhaps only one regulator), then developers must also specify the
different instances of each component to be executed. Note that
ThingsJS allows for these to dynamically change, as devices and
components can dynamically be added and/or removed. In the ex-
ample outlined in figure 1, two IoT devices are defined: smart3js1,
which models a Raspberry PI Model 3b, and smart0js1, which
models a Raspberry PI Model 0W. In addition, a cloud VM device is
defined (cloud1).

2.1.4 Physical and Logical Constraints. As we mentioned, we
let the ThingsJS Manager schedule the placement of components to
devices. In order for the Manager to make optimal choices, a set of
constraints must be specified, as the set of devices which can hold
a given component instances might be restricted. For instance, a
sensor component instance might have to be restricted to a specific
device only, due to the presence of the physical sensor.

On the other end, while there might be some flexibility allowed
for a given component if it is not bound to the physical world, it
might be the case that the component is too demanding in terms of
system resources for it to be run on a given device. In the present
context, for instance, the regulator component might be too de-
manding to be run on a Raspberry PI Model 0W. ThingsJS proposes
mechanisms to express such constraints, and distinguishes between
two sets of constraints:

Physical Constraints which model the system characteristics
of the various ThingsJS devices themselves. They typicallymodel the
physical capabilities (i.e., CPU, memory) as well as the networking
capabilities (i.e., incoming and outgoing bandwidth and latency).
Note that some of these constraints are periodically refreshed as
measurements are performed.

Logical Constraints, which model the characteristics of the
ThingsJS components. They model, for each component, the various
resource requirements (CPU, memory, incoming/outgoing band-
width and latency), and can also be used to bind specific components
to specific devices, i.e., due to interconnections with hardware.

2.2 ThingsJS Framework
The ThingsJS Framework includes infrastructure components that
are responsible for managing the dynamic execution of a ThingsJS
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Figure 2: Topic-Based Publish/Subscribe Model

application over the set of devices that the IoT system comprises.
The description of infrastructure components of the framework are
described in the following subsections, and are shown in figure 1.

2.2.1 Manager. The ThingsJS Manager manages the execution
of all components across all devices. It takes as input a ThingsJS
application as described in section 2.1 and schedules and monitors
its distributed execution across all participating ThingsJS devices.
Note that the scheduling is done through the ThingsJS Scheduler,
which is described in more details at section 3.2.

2.2.2 Runtime. An instance of the ThingsJS Runtime is present
on every device. It locally manages the execution of all compo-
nents on the device. It also includes a collector component which
monitors available system resources and captures highly detailed
performance data for each component to be fed to the Scheduler’s
prediction model for scheduling purposes (more at section 3).

2.3 Inter-Component Communications
In ThingsJS, we require that all inter-component communications
follow a topic-based publish/subscribe [8] (MQTT) model. The
choice of this model was primarily motivated by the logical decou-
pling of content producers from content consumers that it provides,
which allows for abstracting many networking-related considera-
tions such as the management of ip addresses/ports, low-level con-
nections, protocols, etc. Also, due to its lightweightness and simple
yet flexible conceptual model, the use of topic-based publish/sub-
scribe enjoys widespread popularity in IoT applications. Requiring
all components to use pub/sub also allows ThingsJS to optimize
the pub/sub overlay at the infrastructure level, while abstracting
such considerations from ThingsJS Application developers, i.e., they
only need to know that a pub/sub service is always available and
consume the appropriate APIs that are provided, irrespective of
how the service is provided.

From an implementation standpoint, a topic-based pub/sub in-
frastructure can be provided in several different ways: under a
client-server model [1], as a service in the cloud [9], and also in a
peer-to-peer fashion [5, 20]. In the context of this paper, we opted
for a classic client-server approach due to its simplicity, but we
do plan as future work to explore alternative flexible approaches
at providing pub/sub in an adaptive way, in order to optimize the
communication flow depending on the dynamic placement of com-
ponents to devices.

1   // ...
2   
3   // Connect
4   pubsub.connect(function() {
5   
6   // Subscribe to temperature messages
7   pubsub.subscribe("smartsensor/temperature", function(d) {
8   
9   if (d.temperature > threshold) {

10   pubsub.publish("smartsensor/actuation", {
11   id: d.id,
12   powerVariation: -5
13   });
14   } else if (d.temperature < threshold) {
15   pubsub.publish("smartsensor/actuation", {
16   id: d.id,
17   powerVariation: 5
18   });
19   }
20   
21   });
22   });

Figure 3: Regulator - Sample Code

Figure 2 shows an example usage scenario in the context of our
SmartTemperature demo app. On the left, sensors 1 and 2 act as
publishers and transmit relevant publication messages (sensor data
in the form of a sensor ID and a temperature intensitymeasurement)
to topic smartsensor/temperature. The regulator component
is the sole subscriber to that topic. In response, the regulator pro-
duces actuation publications (actuator ID, power output) published
over topic smartsensor/actuation, which are then consumed by
the actuator components to regulate the power output. Figure 3
illustrate sample pub/sub-related code for the SmartTemperature
demo app, based on the modeling shown in figure 2.

3 DYNAMIC SCHEDULING
Considering a set of components and a set of devices, the ThingsJS
Scheduler (a subcomponent of the Manager) must come up with
an optimal way to schedule the execution of every component on
to a specific IoT device, while respecting the physical and logical
constraints described at section 2.1.4. In other words, for every
component, the Scheduler has to pick the best target device among
all (potentially thousands of) available IoT devices.

3.1 Optimal Device for a given Component
We consider a device Di to be optimal for component Ci if it min-
imizes the execution time of Ci , while respecting all constraints
and while respecting the current execution of all other components
on Di . In future work, we plan on supporting other optimization
criteria; i.e., minimizing component-to-component response time,
bandwidth usage, costs, etc., as different components might have
different optimization goals.

3.2 ThingsJS Scheduler: Challenges
Selecting the best device to host a given component is challenging,
notably due to the following reasons:

(1) Non-Deterministic Performance. While the execution
time of a componentCi varies according to the resources in a given
deviceDi , there can often be some noise. In other words, differences
in results can be observed upon running the same component C1
under similar system conditions.
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(2) IoT Devices Heterogeneity. The ideal IoT device choice
to host a given component is application-dependent, as different
applications will exhibit different resource requirements (i.e., CPU,
RAM, bandwidth, etc.).

(3) Computational Overhead and System Complexity. Es-
tablishing a proper correlation between the set of available re-
sources on a given platform and the set of execution times of a given
program is challenging problem, due in part to (2), but also due to
the fact that several distributed and operating system-related fac-
tors come into play. Extracting the usage of various resources from
all IoT devices in order to estimate the execution time of different
applications incurs high computational overhead and complexity.
There is a need to come up with an efficient resource prediction
model, which is one of our key contributions.

3.3 ThingsJS Scheduler: Design
The ThingsJS Scheduler operates in two steps. First, we use Machine
Learning (ML) techniques to predict the execution time of a given
component over all available devices Di ∈ D. Then, we make use of
a SMT SAT solver to determine the best assignation of components
to devices which minimizes execution time and which respects the
set of physical and logical constraints, as described in section 2.1.4.

3.3.1 Predicting Execution Times. Asmentioned previously, each
component periodically reports it’s performance metrics (usage of
a wide range of system resources) to the Collector subcomponent of
the ThingsJSManager. In the training phase, the ThingsJS Scheduler
continuously feeds the data received from the Collector to the pre-
dictionmodel so that the latter is continuously refinedwith live data
(i.e., available system resources) from all available devices. Then,
with sufficient training data, and by making use of several different
regression models [13, 19, 21, 21, 22], the prediction model can be
used to predict what the execution time of an arbitrary component
Ci would be over the set of devices Di ∈ D with high accuracy.
Note that each regression model here serves its own purpose to
predict the execution times of different kinds of components, and
their corresponding hyper-parameters are dynamically tuned each
time based on the nature of the input data to give the best possi-
ble prediction. The final prediction is generated by processing the
prediction results from all of them. The training process is iterative
and follows a feedback loop: as scheduled components are executed
over devices, their observed performance metrics are collected and
continuously fed back to the prediction model to improve it.

3.3.2 Scheduling. The predicted set of execution times for com-
ponentCi over the set of IoT devices Di ∈ D are fed to the ThingsJS
Scheduler, which, as mentioned previously, is initially responsible
for determining where each component should be placed. To that
end, it uses a MST SAT solver (i.e., [7]) to find the most suitable
global configuration in an efficient manner. Note that since the
scheduling occurs at the macro level, then one cannot necessarily
assume that a given component Ci will be placed on the device
whichminimizes it’s execution time, as the scheduler must come up
with the best global configuration and must ensure that constraints
are respected. Then, as the system is running and conditions change
(i.e., constraints might be violated, or new component instances
might be launched, etc.), then there might be a need to readjust the

scheduling by migrating already-executing components to different
devices (see section 4). In that case, the Scheduler must also take
into consideration the costs of migrating components to determine
if the benefits will offset the costs. The design of a cost model will
come in future work.

4 CODE MIGRATION
Upon the SmartJS Manager generating a new configuration in
which some of the component instances are moved to a different
device, it becomes necessary to dynamically move the execution of
such components from the old device to the new one. Upon com-
ponent C1 being moved from device D1 to D2, a trivial approach
would simply consist of the Manager asking the Runtime on D1 to
shut down component C1 and asking the Runtime on D2 to start a
new instance of C1 on D2. Obviously, this approach is very limited,
as the current state of C1 will not be preserved.

An alternative approach would be, for all components, to provide
APIs allowing them to save and restore their current state. Such
a solution would however require ThingsJS developers to imple-
ment the serializing behavior for all components, which would be
cumbersome. In order to truly support dynamic and transparent
code migration, there is a compelling need to come up with auto-
mated and dynamic migration approach that will alleviate ThingsJS
developers from such considerations.

4.1 Process Migration: Challenges
Process migration techniques can be used to dynamically migrate
the execution of a running process from one device to another.
Several of such techniques have been proposed in the literature
[15, 18, 23, 24], which typically operate by saving and restoring the
process memory space.

In our case, components are written in Javascript, a high-level
language. Process migration would then involve migrating the vir-
tual machine (VM) process itself, which is in charge of executing
a given component, at the expense of potentially large serialized
states and high overheads on resource-constrained IoT devices. Se-
rializing the VM process would also prevent the ThingsJS Runtime
from executing multiple Javascript components within the same
VM space - which might be desirable to reduce the memory foot-
print of each component - as the serialization of the VM process
would serialize all components managed by the VM.

In addition, considering that an IoT system will most likely fea-
ture a set of heterogeneous devices and that the ThingsJS Runtime
might schedule the execution of a given component on different
physical devices, then process migration techniques might become
impossible due to low-level platform differences (i.e., processor,
memory-space, etc.).

4.2 Javascript Component Migration
As an alternative to process migration, we propose, as a novel con-
tribution, a set of techniques to perform live migration of Javascript
components (applications) from one VM to another, irrespective of
the physical platform. Provided that the migration occurs purely
in the Javascript application space, such an approach allows us to
solve the challenges outlined above: supporting the execution of sev-
eral ThingsJS components in the same VM context, and achieving
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1 function Counter ( v a l ) {
2 var va lue = v a l ;
3
4 return function ( ) {
5 va l u e = va lue + 1 ;
6 // Can access parent function local variable

7 return va lue ;
8 }
9 } ;
10
11 var f = Counter ( 5 ) ;
12 var g = Counter ( 2 ) ;
13
14 document . w r i t e l n ( f ( ) ) ; // Prints 6

15 document . w r i t e l n ( g ( ) ) ; // Prints 3

Figure 4: Counter Javascript Example

component migration across heterogeneous devices. The following
subsections give an insight into the main code migration-related
challenges that we are currently working on solving, as well as an
insight into the solutions that we are proposing.

4.2.1 Main Challenge: Handling Closures. At it’s core, a Javascript
application comprises a global scope in which all the variables and
functions are defined by default. In order to capture the state of a
Javascript application, one needs to be able to recursively capture
the state of all variables defined in the global scope. Javascript also
exposes a rich object model, in which properties can be dynamically
added to objects, which, combined with a rich reflection API, allows
one to recursively iterate through objects to capture and serialize
their state.

However, Javascript considers functions as data, which can lead
to increased complexity, as functions can be anonymously defined,
bound to variables and returned. Increased complexity stems from
the fact that functions can not only access the variables defined in
their own scope, but also those defined within their ancestors’ scope
(closures). The code sample illustrated in figure 4 illustrates the
use of closures in Javascript to define a Counter entity. In this code
sample, the Counter function stores the initial value of the counter,
and returns another (anonymous) function which increments the
counter. At line 5, we observe that the nested function can access
and modify variable value defined in the parent scope. Then, upon
storing the return value of Counter in a variable, one can invoke
the anonymous functions (lines 14 and 15) to increment the counter.

Saving closures brings additional complexity, stemming from the
fact that in order to properly store the state of all variables which
point to functions (i.e., f and g), one needs to store the state of the
closures that such functions contain (the scope, which refers to all
variables that the function can access). In the case of f and g, the
scope would contain the current value of variables value and val,
proper to each instance of the closure.

From a graph theory perspective, the hierarchy of closure scopes
form a tree-like structure [12] that one has to walk to properly save
the hierarchical state of all closures defined in a given Javascript
application. However, the Javascript reflection API does not con-
tain provisions for accessing the scope of closures, i.e., the set of
variables that a given function defines or can access.

4.2.2 Saving and Restoring Closures. In order to solve the se-
rialization challenges described at the previous section, [12] et al.
propose an approach in which the Javascript Virtual Machine (VM)
is instrumented to allow access to the internal states, in order to be
able to track closures scopes and to properly serialize them. Then,
reconstruction code is generated to be able to reconstruct the pro-
gram context. If possible, we prefer to avoid VM instrumentation,
as such techniques might be VM and platform-dependant.

As part of our contributions, we come up with an approach in
which we instrument the code prior to it’s execution by means
of static Javascript code injection, with the goal of exposing the
data hierarchy and closure nesting (i.e., the scope tree) within the
program under a dynamic tree-like structure. Upon a snapshot being
taken, the dynamic scope tree is walked downwards starting from
the top to be serialized. The restoration process then consists of
parsing the state and generating appropriate closure reconstruction
code, which yields a program that is functionally equivalent to the
original program at the moment of taking its snapshot. In other
words, the code is different, but the data and the logic that it exposes
are equivalent, and execution can then proceed.

4.2.3 Additional Challenges. Note that our prototype implemen-
tation is not fully done at the time of submission, and we are still
working on some of the ideas. As we cannot easily access, serialize
and deserialize the Javascript call stack nor the event queue, we
schedule the saving of the state to be executed at the end of the
event queue by means of timers. We think however that this is an
acceptable solution due to the event-based, asynchronous nature
of Javascript. We are also looking at supporting the serialization
of nested libraries. Another important challenge that we aim at
tackling is the proper serialization of the MQTT/pub-sub layer,
which will involve serializing the set of all subscribers-topics, and
ensuring that no publications are lost during the migration.

5 VALIDATION PLAN
As this paper provides a holistic overview of what ThingsJS pro-
poses and the various challenges that it solves, we do not yet provide
experimental validation at this stage. We plan on deepening our
research into the various areas outlined in this paper. Also, after
completing our ThingsJS implepmentation, we plan on releasing it
as an open-source project.

Prediction Model and Scheduler. We will thoroughly evalu-
ate the prediction model and the SAT-based scheduler described
at section 3. Our implementation will be built on top of the core
ThingsJS implementation and will be deployed on several IoT de-
vices (different models of Raspberry PIs). The evaluations will be
carried under different device load profiles, and for different compo-
nents. In addition to experimental validation over physical devices,
we will also conduct simulated evaluations to assess the large-scale
scalability of our model.

Javascript Migration Engine. We are already well advanced
into the building of our Javascript migration framework. Upon our
model and implementation being finalized, we intend on assert-
ing it’s correctness, both over targeted demos as well as over real
Node.js applications. We will also extensively measure the perfor-
mance and overheads of our approach, compared with prior work,
and across several IoT hardware profiles.
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6 RELATEDWORK
There has been some prior attempts at addressing the various chal-
lenges that ThingsJS aims at solving.

IoT Frameworks. In [10] the authors propose the Samsung
IoT.js project, an embedded, tiny JavaScript virtual machine aim-
ing at running JS code on resource-constrained IoT devices. On
the other hand, the Intel XDK framework [2] aims at proposing
a framework for writing mobile and IoT applications using web
technologies (HTML5, Javascript). Some recent research and indus-
try proposals aim at proposing emergent paradigms that can be
used to model the roles and relationships among IoT systems, such
as actor-based approaches, which can be leveraged to model the
communication flows between components [3, 17]. [16] surveys
the main IoT middleware platforms and approaches.

Scheduling IoT Applications. To the best of our knowledge,
ThingsJS is a first approach at proposing an IoT-specific prediction
model and component scheduler. However, there has been some
prior work in scheduling applications in a cloud setting [4, 11], but
we think that using such approaches directly in our IoT context
could be impractical, as there are typically far more IoT nodes in
an IoT system compared to cloud systems, and that such nodes
exhibit much more heterogeneity. As an example, the Cherrypick
model [4] bears a complexity of O(N 4), which is too high even for
small IoT systems with only a few tenths of devices. The ThingsJS
Scheduler is designed to support large-scale IoT applications across
a wide range of heterogeneous devices.

Javascript Code Migration. [14] proposes a framework to mi-
grate the state of browser-based Javascript applications across web
browsers. [12] notably builds upon the prior approach by improving
the handling of nested closures by instrumenting the VM to access
it’s internal state. To the best our knowledge, we found no approach
that dealt with the specific problem of migrating Node.js out-of-
browser applications. In addition, our approach attempts to avoid
low-level VM instrumentation in order to increase cross-device and
cross-VM portability.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an overview of ThingsJS, our rich
Javascript-based IoT middleware which aims at simplifying the
development of IoT applications across heterogeneous IoT devices.
We discussed the holistic architecture and the technical decisions of
ThingsJS, as well as the main contributions that we intend to bring,
across several domains. Our contributions aim at providing a rich
platform that can abstract developers from scheduling, communi-
cations and fault tolerance considerations, at predicting the load
of IoT applications and dynamically scheduling their placement
across devices, and at enabling the transparent migration of rich
IoT Javascript applications across heterogeneous IoT devices.

As future work, in addition to finalizing our first implementa-
tion and running experiments according to our validation plan, we
would like to explore several other research directions. From a mod-
eling perspective, we would like to look at how models from other
paradigms (i.e., actor-based) could be integrated into ThingsJS, and
how they could map to the pub/sub communication model. Another
area would be to look at how we could provide an adaptive pub/sub
model that could dynamically adapt to the communication flows

of all IoT components, considering their placement across devices.
Finally, as many IoT systems are subject to security vulnerabili-
ties [6], we would like to look at how we could integrate dynamic
security features, such as live system-wide invariant monitoring.
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